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GinD® // Building Maintenance Systems

ABOUT THE COMPANY

ABOUT
THE COMPANY

Gondolas in Design, GinD®, is a Worldwide leader on
the design and manufacturing of building maintenance
solutions. His headquarter and manufacturing facilities
are located in Spain providing the capacity of facing any
challenging project around the world.

We have delivered more than 1.000 different machines, from small self-powered
cradles up to one of the longest single jib BMU machines (more than 40 meters
jib length).
Our activity is driven by four key factors: quality, safety, design and innovation.
Through the application of these principles, GinD® has become one of the key
actors.

>10.000 m2

manufacturing facilities

CORPORATE DATA

»» World wide leader in design, manufacturing, installation and maintenance of
façade maintenance equipments.

>300

employees

»» Over 25 years of experience in the market developing more than 1.000
machines world wide.
»» Strong network of partners providing fast and excellent local support.
»» All components used are from certified European suppliers.

>25

countries

»» Manufacturing capacity in excess of 250 machines per year.
»» In-house skills to overcome any challenging project (high rise, complex
façades, equipment renewal, etc).
»» Development of the company has been done with own capital resources and
investment decisions are taken based on market needs and interests.

GinD® // Gondolas in Design.

>1.000

projects finished

PRODUCTS: GIND SJ MODEL
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PRODUCTS

SJ MODEL
The SJ type machine (single jib) is used in buildings where longer outreaches are required. It
allows to reach almost any required distance in the building façade profile. Traversing movement
of the machine can be done on steel rails or on a concrete path.

Additional options can be added on request:
»» Fixed or telescopic jib.

»» Slewing body.

»» Different approach systems (pantograph, telescopic, stick) to
Access recesses areas on façades.

»» Platform detachable, interchangeable or telescopic.

»» Auxiliary winch system for façade heavy maintenance
(Windows Exchange, lift heave loads, etc).
»» Hydraulic system for jib luffing movement.
»» Turning platform.
»» Different systems to hide the jib behind building parapet:
Telescopic mast, scissor lift, double luffing system.

SJ Model

gind.es

»» Water tanks in the cradle.
»» Phone between machine and cradle.
»» Full control in cradle through cable inside suspension wire
ropes.
»» ISA/Restraint System when requested.

SJ Model - Luffing
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PRODUCTS

SJ MODEL (main components)
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PRODUCTS: GIND DJ MODEL

PRODUCTS

DJ MODEL
The DJ type machine (double jib) is used in buildings where the outreach requirement is under
5-6 meters (from front rail track) and working heights up to 250 meters. Its main feature is that
the machine has two jibs for cradle support.

The most common options offered are:
»» Turning platform
»» Different approach systems (pantograph, telescopic, stick) to
Access recesses areas on façades.
»» Slewing body
»» Special design of the body for narrow areas
»» Folding jibs for parking

»» Auxiliary winch system for façade heavy maintenance
(Windows Exchange, lift heave loads, etc).
»» Phone between machine and cradle.
»» Full control in cradle through cable inside suspension wire
ropes.
»» ISA/Restraint System when requested.

»» Water tanks in the cradle.

DJ Model
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PRODUCTS

GIND® MONORAIL
In some specific buildings, where access to roof deck is not feasible or the building is covering
a huge surface (as for example airports), we can propose a monorail system as the most
suitable solution

A monorail system is made of:
1.- Aluminium/steel track. This track will
follow façade profile on curves, corners
and even high slopes if required.
2.- Motorized/manual trolleys that run on
the track.
3.- Self Powered Platform (GinD® MRT):
it is suspended from the trolleys through
a connection beam and at least 2 wire
ropes. It can be design for 1 or 2.
The monorail system allows to have different
building maintenance teams working on
different areas providing a better cleaning
performance.

GinD® Monorail systems are design and
manufactured in a way that the GinD® MRT
can be disconnected and parked in an area
where they will not be visible and tracks are
embedded on the building.
GinD® MRT self powered platform can
be configured based on project needs as
follows:
1.- Different lengths and widths (fix
configuration).
2.- Modular configuration.
3.- Telescopic modules in both sides
(increase of width and length).

GinD® Monorail

gind.es
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PRODUCTS

GIND® DAVITS
These systems were widely used around the world
before the roof deck machines appeard as a solution
for building maintenance in the market.
It basically consist on:
1.- Base/pedestal: it is fixed to the building structure and acts as socket
for davit arm connection.
2.- Arm: portable aluminium structure with inverted “L” shape connected
by his lower part to the base. It can be moved to different base locations
in the building.
3.- Lifting tool: devise used to raise and connect the arm to the base.
4.- GinD® MRT: self powered cradle suspended from end of davit arm.
Based on building façade configuration, terraces, etc, our team of
engineers will define the quantity of davits, self powered platforms that
will be used and type of rigged (roof or ground).
GinD® MRT self powered platform can be configured based on project
needs as follows:
1.- Different lengths and widths (fix configuration).
2.- Modular configuration.
3.- Telescopic modules in both sides (increase of width and length).

GinD® Davits
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PRODUCTS

GANTRIES &
SPECIAL PRODUCTS
Long atrium, podium areas or skylights are normally
challenging to access since they have flat, sloping or curved
areas of glazing.
Gantries are the perfect solution to maintain internal or
externally those surfaces while integrating them into the
building from an aesthetic point of view.

They are customized taking into consideration project
requirements in regards of people to be carried out, material
to be used (aluminium or steel), traversing system (manual
or electric), paint, etc.

GinD® Gantries

With a strong background in railway workshop equipment
development, GinD® team can provide reliable solution
for any kind of lifting solution needed such as boogie drop
system, rail drop system, lifting Jack, maintenance platform,
etc.
Additional, special equipment has been also designed and
manufactured for industrial application. This activity is
based on our high engineering capability.

gind.es
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MAIN PROJECTS

PROJECTS: 432 PARK AVENUE, NY

PROJECTS

432 PARK AVENUE, NY (USA)
DEVELOPER:

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

CIM Group; Macklowe Properties

The pencil-thin 432 Park Avenue represents a new generation of supertall,
superslim skyscrapers. For exclusive residential use, the Façade Maintenance
System must grant that the 425 meters high building is cleaned periodically
according to landlord requests.

LOCATION:

NYC, New York (EE.UU/USA)
ARCHITECT:

Rafael Viñoly Architects
BUILDING HEIGHT:

425 meters/1400 ft.
TECHNICAL CHALLENGES:

High Rise

GinD® // Gondolas in Design.

GinD® has designed and manufactured a scissor lift machine with a
telescopic jib which hides completely behind the parapet in parking position.
Communication with the cradle is secured through a set of cables located
inside the suspension wire ropes.

MAIN PROJECTS

PROJECTS: BBVA HEADQUARTER, MADRID
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PROJECTS

BBVA HEADQUARTER,
MADRID (SPAIN)
DEVELOPER:

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Banco BBVA/BBVA Bank

BBVA’s new headquarters is located on the northern periphery of Madrid.
Rounded shape building with a total height of 100 meters, it has both limited
parking space and access to the different façades.

LOCATION:

Madrid (Spain)
ARCHITECT:

Herzog & De Meuron
TECHNICAL CHALLENGES:

Complex Façade

gind.es

GinD® designed a static machine with a 4 stages telescopic jib and a glass
replacement unit that allows windows replacement up to 1100 kg in recess
areas (2.3 meters).
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MAIN PROJECTS

PROJECTS: CHINA RESOURCES HQ, SHENZHEN

PROJECTS

CHINA RESOURCES HQ,
SHENZHEN (CHINA)
DEVELOPER:

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

China Resources (Holdings) Company Limited

The China Resources HQ is located in the Houhai District in Shenzhen.
The building has a Gross Floor Area close to 270.000 m2 and a total
height of 400 meters requiring a complex building maintenance
system.

LOCATION:

Shenzhen (China)
ARCHITECT:

KPF (Kohn Pedersen Fox)
BUILDING HEIGHT:

393 m/1288 ft.
TECHNICAL CHALLENGES:

High Rise Building, Complex Façade

GinD® // Gondolas in Design.

GinD® is in charge of the supply of 4 Single Jib machines located in
level 63 that will grant façade maintenance service. Due to the façade
configuration with vertical reinforcement, the jib machine has to get
out through narrow Windows that increases the project complexity.

DESIGN, MANUFACTURING AND QUALITY

DESIGN,
MANUFACTURING AND QUALITY

GinD® complies with most demanding international standards. Our
machines have been tested and approved by local testing offices all
around the world following these standards and/or certifying agencies:
»» ISO EN1808/EN60204/EN9001
»» CSA
»» Underwriters Laboratory
»» OSHA
»» ASME
»» AWS
»» NY Department of Labour
One of our Company principles is to demonstrate maximum respect for our
workers safety and environment. Our Environmental Policy is based on:
• Protect environment and strive to prevent pollution.
• Comply with all applicable environmental legislation, rules and
regulations.
• Reduce the impact of our operations in the air, water, land and
resources.
• Protect and create awareness amongst company personnel and
partners.

gind.es
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Head Office

USA Office

MADRID (SPAIN)

NEW JERSEY

Centro Empresarial Eisenhower, Bloque 5. 4ºA

2 Barret Avenue Moonachie,

Avenida Sur del Aeropuerto de Barajas, 24 - Portal

New Jersey 07074

Phone: +34 917 481 833

USA

Fax: +34 917 481 865

Phone: +1 201 438 3020

email: info@gind.es

Fax: +1 201 438 9585

gind.es

